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UK Local Government Finance

A quirky and hazardous corner of British public finance

It is not sensible for an offshoot of government to compete with commercial banks

John Plender
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Over the past 18 months a bizarre two-way traffic has emerged in UK local government

finance. While local authorities are furiously selling assets to plug gaps in their budgets

resulting from central government funding cuts, they have simultaneously been accumulating

property assets (http://next.ft.com/content/6231bb2a-a4db-11e6-8b69-02899e8bd9d1)

across the country. Such has been the buying spree that they are now a significant force in the

commercial property market. This is largely thanks to cheap finance provided by an arm of the

UK Treasury.

The arm in question is a curious government outpost in the City of London called the Public

Works Loan Board (http://www.dmo.gov.uk/index.aspx?page=PWLB/PWLB_pc_lending). It

is a statutory body, with up to 12 unpaid commissioners appointed by the Crown, which has

been helping finance local government (https://www.ft.com/topics/themes/UK_Local_Gover

nment_Finance) capital spending and infrastructure investments since 1793. The



commissioners’ role is largely ceremonial because the PWLB is in fact run by the UK Debt

Management Office, an executive agency of the Treasury. It will shortly be abolished and its

lending activity formally taken over by the DMO.

The crucial point about these operations is that the interest the PWLB charges reflects the

government’s borrowing costs in the gilt-edged market. So the collapse in government bond

yields has turned the PWLB into an extremely low-cost lender, dispensing loans at maturities

of up to 50 years. The average rate of interest on the money it advanced in its last financial

year was about 3.2 per cent.

This cheap funding opportunity (http://next.ft.com/content/3228336c-e6bf-11e5-a09b-1f8b0

d268c39)has been seized by local authorities suffering under Treasury cuts. They have become

carry traders in the commercial property market. That is, they borrow at rates much lower

than those available to private sector borrowers to invest in assets that show significantly

higher initial yields. The margin they earn over borrowing costs is used to shore up services

that would otherwise be cut back such as children’s centres, social care services and libraries.

Such borrowing requires far less due diligence than a

loan from a commercial bank. Small wonder that

local authorities are now among the biggest buyers of

shopping centres (http://next.ft.com/content/f5224a

e4-947d-11e6-a1dc-bdf38d484582), plunging into the

office market and dabbling in hotels and garages. The

sums involved can be big. Last year Spelthorne

Borough Council in the southern English county of

Surrey bought BP’s business and technology campus

for £360m (http://www.getsurrey.co.uk/news/surrey

-news/spelthorne-borough-council-completes-sunbu

ry-12327102) with the help of a 50-year PWLB loan.

This new force in the property market has plenty of

room to grow. The PWLB’s outstanding loans (http

s://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploa

ds/attachment_data/file/550678/Public_Works_Loan_Board_Annual_Report_and_Accoun

ts_2015-2016__web_.pdf), which stood at £65.3bn in March 2016, are permitted under its

existing remit to rise to £95bn. While gilt yields have risen since the middle of last year, they

remain at historically low levels. Meanwhile yields on commercial property investment have

risen since the Brexit referendum.
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Yet, while the carry trade is at present a rational activity for local authorities, it is clearly not

what they are meant to be about. Nor does it seem sensible for this quaint offshoot of

government to compete with commercial banks in property lending. There is also an absurd

circularity in the process. Under George Osborne, former chancellor of the exchequer, and

now Philip Hammond, the Treasury has with one hand imposed austerity on local

government; while with the other it facilitates arbitrage that helps mitigate that same

austerity.

Given local authorities’ limited experience of commercial property investment, the dangers are

clear. It is worrying, too, that many appear to enjoy unduly favourable borrowing costs relative

to their financial condition.

In the meantime we are witnessing the creeping nationalisation of the UK property market

under a Conservative government. As well as being paradoxical, it seems remarkably silly in a

whimsically British kind of way.
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